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What do we actually do?

We create Virtual Reality Live Streams of
Events, Sports, Music Concerts, Rallies,
Gatherings, Religious Rituals or Weddings etc.
Everybody gets the front row to experience
the best view.

And, We create Virtual Reality based
experiences for Real Estate, Automobile,
Showrooms, Architects, Retail Outlets,
Studios, Interior Designers and many more,
where your customers can walk inside your
premises without even visiting you.

We also create immersive experiences for you
and your customers of almost anything and
everything that you want to get inside of, be it
deep dive with dolphins, virtual meetings in
cafe, understand the factory process, in-air
dining or play games.



What we want to discuss

We want to tell you that IPL opening ceremony or
matches can be streamed in Virtual Reality and
let every viewer hold the stage from literally
anywhere(with an internet connection).

We will give you turnkey solution of the
finest quality for this experience to unfold.
With nothing more to download, your users
can dive into another reality, virtually.

Recently, NFL live streamed it's opening
ceremony on Pepsi's app in Virtual Reality and
it created a buzz around the world, though
Pepsi was issuing passes to it.
This kind of exercise has never been done in
India so far.
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What we have already
done?

National Celebration of Republic Day 2020,
2021, 2022 from Rajpath, New Delhi

National Celebration of Independence Day
2020, 2021 from Red Fort, New Delhi

BMW Motorrad Safari
Audi Q5
The Legend luxury residences by Bardia Group
Q-Farm by Nice and Natural Group
JC Antiques and Crafts Manufacturing units
Urban Village by Galaxy Group
Superbond ACP by Keybond Industries

Worldwide Exclusive Broadcaster of Jashn-e-
Rekhta, the largest literary and cultural
program
Virtual Reality Partner of Jaipur Literature
Festival
Sargam 2019, 2021

and more...


